At Samsung, we’re proud of our pioneering nature—it’s how we develop innovative products which help you work and play better.

But our constant drive to change the game also comes from knowing when to listen to outside input.

Collaborating with others inspires us to create better. When like minds come together, great things happen. Boundaries are broken. Simple solutions to complex challenges are found. And tools which allow your business to do great things are born.

Samsung and Microsoft: coming together to transform how you work

Our long-established partnership with Microsoft is about helping you find new and better ways to work. Galaxy and Windows are both highly respected platforms in their own right—but they’re even stronger when they work together.

Your people can enjoy seamless experiences across devices, apps and services, and do more with less. It’s stress-free, user-friendly, and it just works. Sometimes the easy way really is the best way.
What have we worked on with Microsoft?

A fresh Outlook
As part of our drive to give you the best, our partnership with Microsoft has led to an optimised Outlook app designed to work beautifully on Galaxy devices. The enhanced app makes managing your time and communication quicker and easier than ever, freeing you to work on other things.

Let it flow
In today’s hybrid world, your people won’t settle for disjointed, disconnected work experiences. That’s why our partnership with Microsoft centers on creating a seamless flow between PC and mobile devices. We’ve made it simple to send messages, sync photos or manage notifications, regardless of whether you’re using a laptop or a mobile device. And if you want to switch between devices while in the middle of a task, you can even mirror your phone on your Galaxy Book. It all adds up to perfectly balanced, stress-free computing which helps you make the most of today’s opportunities.

“Microsoft and Samsung share a long history of innovation and collaboration. Our ambition is to help people be more productive on any device, anywhere—and the combination of our intelligent experiences with Samsung’s powerful, new devices makes this a reality.”

Satya Nadella, CEO of Microsoft.
Galaxy Book Pro 360
Ideal for agile working, the thin, light, Galaxy Book Pro 360 can turn from laptop to tablet in an instant through its innovative 360-degree hinge. And it connects with our wider ecosystem of products so you can work however you like, wherever you are. This is as flexible as computing gets.

Galaxy Book Pro
Boasting smartphone-like mobility, the Galaxy Book Pro gives you everything you need for seamless hybrid working. Although it’s thin and super-light, it sacrifices nothing in terms of power and connectivity, featuring multiple ports and integration with the Samsung ecosystem.

Galaxy Book
Enjoy flexible working without compromising performance. The Galaxy Book combines a durable but lightweight premium metal design with a Full HD anti-glare display and next generation connectivity. It also works effortlessly alongside your phone and other Samsung Galaxy devices, making it simple to switch between devices when you need to.

Galaxy Book Go
Designed for today’s busy world, the Samsung Galaxy Book Go is a compact, powerful laptop that helps you stay productive wherever your work takes you. Packed with innovative features, it’s built to keep up with you while delivering powerful performance.

To find out more about how our partnerships lead you to the best solutions, explore our computing range.